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ABSTRACT
Multiple Nickel Powders are looked at for fabrication of porous nickel electrodes
for the use in fuel cells. Porosity levels of ~35-40 % have been achieved. Changes
within sintering temperature as well as compaction pressure have shown to have an effect
on the porosity levels. On top of this particle size, distribution, and shape have shown to
have and ultimate impact on maximum porosity levels reached. There is also an outline
for plating these porous nickel bodies with platinum using methods of electroless
deposition. The platinum acts as a catalyst when the porous nickel bodies are used as a
cathode and anode within an electrochemical cell.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
Fuel cells are electrochemical cells that use chemical reactions to produce
electricity. Generally speaking the chemical reaction occurs between two gases that enter
from opposite sides of the cell. Therefore, the electrodes must be porous and have a high
level of permeability to allow for the gases to flow through the electrodes. In conjunction
with this high level of porosity the electrodes must be catalytic. Nickel by itself is
considered to be catalytic, but the platinum can act as a catalyst to jump start the reaction.
Figure 1.1 represents a schematic drawing of a typical fuel cell.

Figure 1.1: A schematic drawing of a typical fuel cell. The two purple areas represent
the electrodes in which this paper will focus on.
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1.2 Literature Review
In this section of the paper a review of published literature is discussed. The more
important papers dealing with porous nickel structures and electroless deposition of
platinum onto substrates are the topics at hand. The important known facts about these
topics will be discussed as they were the basis for where the research for this study could
begin.

1.2.1 Porous Nickel Bodies1
Porous nickel structures are, as of late, in high demand for the use in fuel cell
technologies [1]. Sintering processes involving porous nickel generally always use tape
casting or involve an initial slurry technique. The slurry would have some sort of binder,
generally a wax, and then be cast onto a substrate followed by a de-binding process
before actual sintering would take place [2]. An ideal morphology and particle size was
discovered shown to have the best strength when creating these porous structures.
Optimal strength of the porous structures has been seen when sintering between the
temperatures 950-1000 C. It is also possible to sinter at temperatures as low as 650-800
C, and although porosity levels increase at these temperatures, the strength of the
structure declines dramatically [3]. It has also been shown that optimal time for sintering
is keeping the nickel structure at its “sintering temperature” for 20-30 minutes, while
being in an hydrogen atmosphere. The nickel powder should have a somewhat large
particle size (37-53 microns) for maximum porosity levels [4].

1

The items in italics show portions of the original thesis that have been revised or redacted to protect
intellectual property.

1.2.2 Electroless Deposition of Platinum
Platinum is plated onto electrodes to be used as a catalyst within fuel cells
regularly. This process can be done either electrochemically, as well as using electroless
plating; electroless plating will be discussed in this paper. Typically for electroless
deposition, chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6) is used as the platinum precursor [5]. Hydrazine
is a popular chemical reducer for the reaction, because it is less harmful that NaF, which
can also be used for the plating of platinum [6]. The amount of platinum that is plated
onto a substrate increases with the amount of time that it remains in the bath. This can be
seen in Table 1. This data shows the relationship between time of deposition to the
thickness of the layer deposited is non-linear. Therefore, the time right after the reaction
occurs is when the most amount of platinum is deposited, and this deposition rate
decreases as time goes on.

Table 1: Data on thickness of Pt on Ti powder (100mg) from 50ml of bath solutions [6].
It is believed that the rate at which the platinum is deposited onto the substrate is
related to the concentration of hydrazine, or the chemical reducer which is being used [7].
This relationship is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 6. Platinum electroless deposition rate us. hydrazine concentration.

Figure 1.2: Platinum electroless deposition rate vs. hydrazine concentration [7].
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Chapter 2
Porous Nickel Electrodes

2.1 Types of Nickel Powder
The present study used three separate powders to interpret how porosity is
affected by different parameters associated with the powder.
Powder 1 was a nickel alloy, only containing approx. 50 wt% Nickel, while the
other 50% was an alloy containing: Cr, Ti, Co, Nb, and Al. This powder was considered
to be irregularly shaped and have varying radii. Powder 1 was very fragile and used only
at the infantile stages of the study. The primary powders observed when attempting to
create the porous nickel electrodes was Powders 2 and 3.
In the original thesis the morphology of the powder was described here, but was
redacted to protect intellectual property. In theory, this would cause the powder to
compact very well prior to sintering. Figure 2.1 is an SEM photo of the this powder
showing the shape and size of the particles. Figure 2.3 shows the spectrum of elements
present within the powder, with Table 2.1 showing the percentage of these elements
present.
Powder 3 was a spherically shaped powder. Furthermore, the radius of a given
particle was anywhere from 45-150 microns , with the majority of the particles ranging
from 70-85 microns [4]. The spherical shape and larger particle size were meant to
increase porosity. Figure 2.2 is an SEM photo of the this powder showing the shape and
size of the particles. Figure 2.4 shows the spectrum of elements present within the
powder, with Table 2.2 showing the percentage of these elements present.
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THE SEM IMAGE WAS DELETED TO PROTECT
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Figure 2.1: The SEM image was removed to protect intellectual property

THE SEM IMAGE WAS DELETED TO PROTECT
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Figure 2.2: The SEM image was removed to protect intellectual property

Figure 2.3: EDX Spectrum of Powder 2 (95%+).

Figure 2.4: EDX Spectrum of Powder 3 (95%+).
Element

Wt %

At%

K-Ratio

Element

Wt %

At%

K-Ratio

OK

4.67

25.23

0.0236

OK

3.67

12.27

0.0185

Ni K

95.33

84.77

0.9441

Ni K

96.33

87.73

0.956

100
110
Total
Table 2.1: Elemental Purity (%) of Powder 2

100
100
Total
Table 2.2: Elemental Purity (%) of Powder 3
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2.2 Fabrication of Electrodes
The fabrication process consisted of multiple steps. The first step was done to
allow the powder to take form of the final product. The second step was used to finalize
the mold. Both of these steps had many variables that could be changed to optimize the
process.
2.2.1 Pre-Sintering
Pre-Sintering was the process used to force the powder into the form of the final
electrode. The process that was used in this instance was cold-compaction, which is
pressing the powder into a specific die without any temperature increase. The die piece
was circular with a diameter of 32 mm. The thickness of electrodes were ~1.5mm.
There was minimal variations in the thickness due to the pressure at which it was
compacted. The compaction pressure ranged from 400 - 2000 psi. After this step the
electrodes could be handled, while using caution, without breaking back down into its
powdered form. Figure 2.5 shows what an electrode looked like after undergoing coldcompaction.

Figure 2.5: Powder 2 after cold-compaction at 1500 psi.

2.2.2 Sintering
Sintering is the process of heating a powdered metal until it forms bonds with the
surrounding particles. Most studies dealing with powder metallurgy are attempting to
make the most dense material possible. This study was attempting to do the opposite.
Creating a highly porous structure while still having it sintered was the ultimate goal for
the electrode. The sintering process was done in a very basic furnace. It was done under
a controlled atmosphere, containing a steady flow of a mixture of hydrogen and argon.
There was an external flame that was used to burn off the hydrogen. The sintering
temperature in each run varied from 750-950 C [3]. Every furnace run was conducted in
the same way. The temperature was increased at a rate of 5 degrees/min until it reached
its “sintering” temperature; it was then held at this temperature for 30 minutes. After this
the furnace was then cooled at a rate of 5 degrees/min until room temperature was
reached.
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Chapter 3
Platinum Plating
3.1 Electroless Deposition
Electroless plating is the process of depositing a layer of a metal onto another
substrate through chemical reactions induced in an aqueous solution. This process uses
various chemicals with different purposes. There is a stabilizer, which controls the rate at
which the platinum is released from its salt throughout the reaction, thus ensuring even
coating along the substrate. There is a driving force, otherwise known as the chemical
reducer, which is used to activate the chemical reaction. There is then the most important
part of the solution, which is the plating material; in this case it would be the form of
platinum being used [8].

3.2 Materials
As mentioned in Section 3.1 many different chemicals are needed. On top of the
chemicals that are needed to perform the aforementioned ‘jobs’ of those chemicals, there
are also other chemicals needed for other processes. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) is used to
clean the nickel button, and as a component of the solution that will be used to clean the
glass beakers used in the deposition. Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) will also be used as a
part of the cleaning solution for the glass beakers. The stabilizer of the solution was
ammonium hydroxide (NH3(aq)). The chemical reducer or driving force of the reaction
was hydrazine (N2H2). Finally the plating material used was a platinum salt known as
chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6). Through the use of these chemicals electroless deposition
can occur [8].

3.3 Plating Process
Prior to every attempt of plating the platinum onto the nickel buttons the glass
beakers were cleaned in a very specific way to minimize the amount of platinum plating
onto the glass beaker. The nickel buttons were also cleansed to ensure even coating on a
pure nickel surface. These two processes were held constant throughout all platinum
deposition trials. After these procedures were conducted the platinum processes took
place.

Beaker Cleansing Process:
Step 1: Mix distilled water, hydrogen peroxide and ammonium in a 5:1:1 ratio.
Step 2: Warm to 70-80 C for 10 minutes.
Step 3: Mix distilled water, hydrogen peroxide and hydrochloric acid in a 6:1:1 ratio.
Step 4: Warm to 70-80 C for 10 minutes.
Step 5: Rinse thoroughly with distilled water

Nickel Cleansing Process:
Step 1: Place nickel button in hydrochloric acid for 10 min.
Step 2: Rinse well with distilled water.
Step 3: Repeat 2-3 times as needed.
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Pt Plating Trial 1
Solution 1: 1g/Liter Platinum Solution created by mixing .2 grams platinum precursor
(H2PtCl6) with 20 mL of distilled water.
Solution 2: Solution 1 mixed with 100 mL ammonium hydroxide.
Solution 3: Add 4 drops of hydrazine to 280 mL distilled water.
Solution 4: Mix Solution 2 with Solution 3.
The nickel button was placed in Solution 4 for 60 min.

Pt Plating Trial 2
This trial had the same solutions as Trial 1. Heating and stirring were introduced
in this trial. The solution was heated to 70 C in an ultrasonic bath to ensure even heating
throughout the beaker. This temperature was reached in a 30 minutes time period, and
the button was kept in this solution at this temperature for 60 minutes.

Pt Plating Trial 3
Trial 3 was the same as Trial 2 except for Solution 1. When platinum solution
was made it was evaporated several times to expel any free ions other that the platinum.
This was thought to give the platinum a higher concentration and possibly a greater
chance of deposition.

Pt Trial 4 [8]
Solution 1: 1g/Liter Platinum Solution neutralized with a few drops of ammonium
hydroxide.
Solution 2: 15 mL distilled water mixed with 1 drop of hydrazine.
Solution 3: 5 mL Solution 1 mixed with 5 mL distilled water
Solution 4: Solution 2 added to Solution 3.
The button was then placed in Solution 4 for 60 min with no heating or stirring.
Note: Solution 1 was evaporated several times as described in Trial 3.

The following equations are the chemical reactions that take place within the
solutions for the platinum deposition to occur. Equation 1 shows the reaction that occurs
in solution 4, whereas Equation 2 shows how the chloroplatinic acid becomes the
chloroplatinate complex in solution 1.

(NH4)2PtCl6 + NH2NH2 + NH3 => 6NH4Cl + Pt + N2

(1)

H2PtCl6 + 2NH4OH => (NH4)2PtCl6 + 2H2O

(2)
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusion

4.1 Results
To determine to success of the procedures outlined in Sections 2 and 3 various
tests were conducted. Not all tests provided necessary data for complete analysis, but
rather a combination of these tests enabled conclusions to be made about the porosity of
the nickel buttons as well as the deposition of the platinum.

4.2 Sintered Materials
The first test that was conducted on a nickel button after undergoing one full
experiment (cold-compaction, furnace run) was to figure out whether or not the material
had been sintered together or not. This was an extremely small but important part of the
experiment, because as previously mentioned the buttons need to be highly porous
structures while still being sintered. Determining whether or not sintering had occurred
was simple and done by measuring for linear shrinkage. Measuring for linear shrinkage
is simply measuring the diameter of the button and determining if it is less than after
cold-compaction (i.e. before it went into the furnace for heat treatment). All buttons had
an initial diameter of 32.0 mm. On average, after sintering the diameter was 0.5-1.0 mm
less than the original 32.0 mm. Sintering was achieved in all runs from 750-950 C with
the exception of experiments done with Powder 1. No successful sintering trials occurred
with this powder, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. This powder was determined
inadequate due to purity issues.

Figure 4.1: Powder 1 Post-Heat Treatment at 950 C in H2 Atmosphere.

Figure 4.2: Powder 1 Post-Heat Treatment at 900 C in H2/N2 Atmosphere.
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4.3 Measuring Porosity
Dimensional Density Analysis is how the porosity level of each button was
determined. The nickel powders were 95%+ pure, therefore it was assumed for these
calculations that the buttons were pure nickel powder. The density of the the button was
calculated using Equation 1, where M is the mass in grams and V is the volume in cm3.
To determine the mass in this equation the button was placed on a basic scale and
measured to the nearest .01 g. The Volume was determined using Equation 2, where r is
the radius and t is the thickness of the nickel button measure to the nearest .01 mm. After
the density of the button is determined Equation 3 can be used to determine the porosity,
where DN is the density of Solid Nickel (8.9 g/cm3).
D = M/V

(3)

V = !*(r2)*t

(4)

Porosity = 1 - D/DN [9]

(5)

Another aspect of the porosity that must be measured is the permeability of the
button. Permeability is an important aspect of the button because it is what will allow the
gases to pass through and actually allow for the electrochemical fuel cell to function.
Simple tests were conducted to determine how permeable the substance was. The first
was a drop of ethanol on the surface to see if it would be absorbed. Almost all porous
buttons absorbed the ethanol. On top of this water was also used. Water went rapidly
through the structures that had porosities higher than ~34%. After waiting a few
moments the water could be seen coming through by a moisture spot forming on the
opposite side of the button.

4.3.1 Powder 2 vs. Powder 3
As previously mentioned in Section 4.1.2 Powder 1 was determined to be no
useful early on. Therefore, Powder 2 and Powder 3 were the two powders that were used
to optimize the parameters for creating highly porous nickel buttons. As mentioned in
Section 2, Powder 2 had an ideal morphology, whereas Powder 3 particles varied in size.
Throughout all of the trials it was determined that Powder 2 was able to create buttons
with greater porosity than Powder 3 [3]. This is most likely due to the large range of
particle size within Powder 3. This can be seen in Figure 4.3. The smaller particles can
fill in the voids in between the larger particles, thus creating a very dense material. The
graph only shows a small sampling size the of cold-compaction pressures measured in the
study. Based on this graph Powder 2 was the superior powder and was more intensely
studied.

Porosity (%)!

26!

Porosity vs. Pressure!

20!
Pressure (psi)!

Powder #2!

Powder #3!

Figure 4.3: Porosity (%) vs. Cold-Compaction Pressure (psi) for Powder 2 and Powder 3.
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4.3.2 Pressure and Temperature Effects on Porosity
The pressure at which the buttons were pressed during cold-compaction had an
important effect. The general trend for the compaction pressure and porosity was as
expected. As the pressure (psi) increased the porosity decreased on an almost linear path.
This data can be seen in Figure 4.4, where the Porosity vs. Pressure was graphed for
Powder 2. Each line represents a different Heat-Treatment temperature that was held
constant, whereas the pressure was changed in each run.

Figure 4.4: Porosity (%) vs. Cold-Compaction Pressure (psi) for Powder 2; the HeatTreatment Temperature was held constant.

Similarly the temperature at which the buttons were heat-treated in the furnace
had a large impact on the final porosity of the nickel electrodes. The same general trend

occurred, the higher the temperature at which the nickel was treated the lower the
porosity would be. This is because as the temperature increases the metal gets closer to
its melting point, thus allowing it to create better bonds and eliminate air pockets. This is
of course not desired, so the lower temperatures were used in the final product. The
effect that temperature had on porosity while the pressure was held constant can be seen
in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Porosity (%) vs. Temperature (C) for Powder 2; the Cold-Compaction
Pressure was held constant.
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Table 4.1: Porosity (%) for specific values of temperature and pressure. Green arrows
indicate increasing porosity, as well as show the inverse relationship between
pressure/temperature and porosity.
As seen by the previous two graphs low cold-compaction pressures and low heattreatment provided the highest attainable porosity for the nickel buttons. Also the graphs
represent an inverse relationship between temperature/pressure and porosity. The slopes
of the lines also show that the heat-treatment temperature has a larger impact on the
porosity than the cold-compaction pressure. The pressure was as low as could be while
still being able to handle the button pre heat-treatment, and the temperature was the
lowest where sintering would still occur. These values occurred at a cold-compaction
pressure of 400 psi and a sintering temperature of 750 C. At these values a maximum
porosity level of 37.5% was achieved.

4.4 Platinum Deposition Results
Platinum Deposition is thought to have occurred when the chemical reaction
between the reducing agent and platinum precursor reaction had occurred. The nickel
button would then be left in this solution for a prolonged period of time. Platinum
deposition did not always occur though. Determining if platinum had been deposited on
the nickel buttons was done through the use of EDX. EDX is a technique used to
characterize the types of elements present in a substance through the use of
electromagnetic radiation bombarding matter, and the x-rays that are emitted by the
matter. Through conducting an EDX on the surface of the buttons in all the four trials
outlined in Section 3, it was shown that Trials 1, 2 and 3 were unsuccessful in depositing
the platinum onto the nickel buttons. Trial 4, however, successfully plated the nickel
buttons with platinum. This can be seen in Table 4.2, which shows the percentage of
Platinum present on the surface of the button amongst nickel and other byproduct
elements, and Figure 4.6, which shows the EDX results for the top surface of the nickel
button plated using the outline of Trial 4.

Element

Wt %

At %

K-Ratio

OK

5.03

17.59

0.0231

Pt M

12.15

3.48

0.0788

Cl K

0

0

0

Ni K

82.82

78.93

0.8427

Total

100

100

Table 4.2: Elemental Results of Platinum Deposition Trial 4
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Figure 4.6: EDX Spectrum of Nickel Button After Platinum Trial 4

Figure 4.6 shows that there is a significant amount of Platinum on the surface of
the nickel button. Table 4.2 shows that the surface of the button contains 12.15%
platinum that had been deposited through the chemical reactions mentioned in Section 3.
Figure 4.7 shows two electrodes plated with platinum, and one not plated. The electrodes
plated with platinum are distinctly different, showing discoloration of the middle one an
the darker color of the left-most one. This is considered to be a sufficient amount to act
as a catalyst for the electrochemical cell in which it will be used. Furthermore, Figure 4.8
is an SEM photograph of the top surface of the platinum plated button. It shows that the
particles are sintered together, while the platinum does not block the open pores of the
button. However, this does not allow for information on whether or not the platinum had
entered the open pores, or if it was only on the surface.

Figure 4.7: Two left-most electrodes are plated with Platinum Trial 4, Right-most
electrode is not plated with platinum.

Figure 4.8: SEM Photograph Top Surface of Nickel Button Post Pt Trial 4
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4.4.1 Fracture Surface
To determine if Platinum had entered the pores and had been deposited on the
interior of the button, it had to be cut open. A metallurgy cut was done on the button.
The Fracture surface was then polished down to allow for a more precise SEM picture,
which is shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. An EDX was done to determine the
percentage, if any, of platinum present. The EDX spectrum can be seen in Figure 4.9 and
the percentage of elements present is shown in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.9: EDX Spectrum Fracture Surface of Nickel Button Post Pt Trial

Element

Wt %

At %

K-Ratio

OK

1.24

4.41

0.0061

Ni K

98.76

9.59

0.9850

Total

100

14

Table 4.3: Elemental Results of Fracture Surface of Pt Trial 4

Figure 4.10: SEM Photograph Fracture Surface of Nickel Button Post Pt Trial 4

Figure 4.11: SEM Photograph Fracture Surface of Nickel Button Post Pt Trial 4
As it can be seen, there is no platinum present within the fracture surface of the
button itself. Therefore, it is assumed that the platinum will have no negative effects to
the porosity of the button. The air pockets were not blocked in anyway by the platinum.
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4.5 Discussion
The porous nickel buttons ultimately seemed to reach a desirable porosity level,
which was 37.5 %. This is considered to be the upper limit of how much porosity can
actually be achieved via sintering. Aside from finding a powder that could potentially
create a button with increased porosity it is seen that there is not any more changes to the
parameters that could be made to increase the porosity without some sort of negative
effect happening in turn. As previously mentioned, cold-compaction pressure and the
heat-treatment final temperature are the two most important controllable parameters
involved with obtaining a highly porous structure. There is an inverse relationship
between temperature and porosity as well as between pressure and porosity. However,
the buttons are limited to what they can achieve without the platinum catalyst. This
means that the porosity is effective in its job but the platinum is still needed to induce
catalytic activity. There are more likely than not other methods to chemically plate
nickel with platinum, but this paper outlines just one way in which it can be and was
successfully done.

4.6 Conclusion
Nickel powders were pressed using a cold-compaction press, then sintered in a
furnace at various temperatures. Linear shrinkage was used to determine how much was
sintered. Simple “spit” (drop of ethanol) tests were used to determine permeability, and
dimensional density analysis was used to calculate the porosity percentage. This aspect
of the study at hand was successful and the buttons created could potentially be taken to a
smaller level for use in actual fuel cells.
The platinum was electrolessly plated onto nickel buttons through a series of
chemical reactions. The reactions were driven using a chemical reducer and able to occur
through the platinum precursor. Nickel buttons were successfully plated with platinum,

thus making the experiment a success. However, this process could be optimized to
increase the amount as well as the efficiency of the platinum that is plated onto the
porous nickel electrode.
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APPENDIX A
Full Project Overview
A.1 Project Details
In this section of the paper, the other aspects involved with the project are
outlined, the creation of the porous nickel electrodes was just one aspect of the project.
Other aspects included the creation of the electrolyte, forming the mock fuel cell or
“cookie,” and testing the cookie for catalytic activity.
A.2 Doped Electrolyte2
The porous nickel electrodes were designed to be used to study a new electrolyte.
The new electrolyte was an oxide of the form MnOm, where M is the central atom
surrounded by bridging oxygen (O) atoms, forming a glassy oxide matrix. This
electrolyte was studied to be used as a proton exchange membrane. There were also
doped versions of the electrolyte. These doped versions consisted of the glassy oxide
plus a cation. The effects of two different cations were studied. Developing these
electrolytes was done using the unbalanced reactions (6) and (7). As shown in these
equations the doped electrolyte is not developed directly from the glassy oxide, but from
reacting a central atom’s Lewis acid with the particular cation’s carbonate.
(6) AnCO3 + HmMOx => H2O + CO2 + AnMYOz, where A is a cation and M is the central
atom
(7) BnCO3 + HmMOx => H2O + CO2 + BnMYOz , where B is a cation and M is the central
atom

The carbonates and Lewis acids were combined to create the desired molar ratios
of cations to central atoms. To force a reaction to occur, powders were thoroughly
mixed together then heated to a temperature of 1200 C, and held at this temperature for
2

The items in italics are shown in a general form to protect intellectual property. The original thesis
described the actual compounds used in the research project.
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one hour. During this heat treatment the powders would go through a glass transition
phase and become the doped electrolyte. The glass would then be crushed up into a
powder where it could be used to form the “cookie” or model fuel cell.

A.3 Creation of Cookie
The cookies are created in a two-step process. The first button is put into a fixture
with three gaskets on top of it. The fixture’s main purpose is to ensure the button is
centered. Two of the gaskets have a slightly larger inner radius than the middle gasket.
The electrolyte, whether it be regular or doped, is then placed as a powder on top of
where the gaskets opening to the button is. The amount of powder used is the amount
that would fill the void based on the theoretical density of the liquid electrolyte. This is
then heated at 5 degrees/min up to a maximum temperature of 650 C. It is cooled at 10
degrees/min back down to room temperature. Figure A.1 shows what the glassy
electrolyte looked like before adding the second button on top.
The second step is then to add the second button on top of where the electrolyte
is. This is placed there with the second part of the fixture, again used for centering the
button. On top of this button a weight is placed to push the button down. This is to
ensure that there is no air pockets or discontinuities within the electrolyte. This is then
heated and cooled the same way as described. Figure A.2 shows a cookie after being
tested for catalytic activity.

Figure A.1: The glassy electrolyte bonded to the bottom electrode prior to being bonded
to the second electrode.

!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Figure A.2: A "cookie" shown after testing. The assembly consists of mica gaskets
containing the membrane material and porous electrodes. Left: A top view of the
“cookie.” Right: An edge view showing both porous electrodes.

A.4 Testing for Catalytic Activity
The testing fixture was designed and fabricated by Regis Cleary and Zachary
Trimmer. The test fixture, furnace and venting system used for testing can be seen in
Figure A.3 and Figure A.4. For further results involving the catalytic activity of the
cookies please refer to the honors thesis written by Zachary Trimmer, B.S. Mechanical
Engineering.
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Figure A.3: Left - Box furnace used for testing. The coil of tubing contains four
conductors used for impedance testing. Center - The test fixture located inside the
furnace chamber showing gas lines and instrumentation wiring. Right - The Zahner IM6
impedance measuring instrument wired for testing.
!

!

Figure A.4: A test fixture chamber showing gas passages, mica ring
used as an electrical insulator, gas connections, and the contact probes
for impedance testing
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